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Globalization and the proliferation of Internet use have diluted the concept of national boundaries. Consequently, it is increasingly difficult for brand owners to enforce and protect their trademarks on the Internet, and online auction sites in particular. For instance, the leading online auction site eBay had over 90.1 million active users worldwide at the end of 2009, and generated over $770.6 million of operating cash flow during the fourth quarter of 2010. However, while online auction sites give consumers a wide range of choices, they have increasingly become a battleground for trademark disputes because of their sales of counterfeits.

In an attempt to protect their brands from counterfeit goods sold on online auction sites, brand owners increasingly seek relief from third-party sites such as eBay, rather than directly from sellers of counterfeits. Despite the global nature of Internet websites, brand owners generally need to acquire trademark rights on a country-by-country basis. Thus, in the absence of binding multilateral treaties or international law that regulates the sale of counterfeits on online auction sites, ownership of a trademark in one country does not guarantee ownership in another unless the national prerequisites for acquiring such rights are satisfied. Such differences have recently yielded inconsistent court decisions in France, China, and the United States regarding counterfeit claims against eBay and Taobao. These inconsistent holdings suggest the need for a coherent international enforcement agenda to address counterfeit concerns in the context of e-commerce.

This article will discuss the French, Chinese, and the United States courts’ inconsistent judicial interpretation over eBay and Taobao for the same conduct, namely allowing counterfeit goods to be sold on their auction sites. The article will also delineate current international protective mechanisms for brand owners to protect against counterfeits, and it will suggest possible enforcement mechanisms to resolve inconsistency in the courts’ decisions regarding online auction sites.

I. The French Approach

France is home to a number of the world’s most famous luxury brands, including Louis Vuitton, Chanel, and Christian Dior. Accordingly, “French regulations established a broad system to protect luxury brands from counterfeiting.” The National Anti-Counterfeiting Committee was created in 1994 to “apprise the public of the ‘dangers’ of counterfeiting, and to ensure public compliance with anti-counterfeiting laws.” Moreover, current French law not only “requires mandatory forfeiture of counterfeit goods,” but also imposes fines and jail time. Consequently, trademark owners in France work closely with the French government to
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fight counterfeits at every level of the distribution chain, including the consumer level. Overall, the French courts provide strong trademark protection for the many high-end designers that are based in France.

In 2006, Louis Vuitton Moët Hennessy (LVMH) filed a lawsuit against eBay in the Paris Commercial Court (PCC). Although France has statutory protections for online auction sites that merely act as a host for the sale of counterfeit goods, the PCC found against eBay in this matter on June 30, 2008, reasoning that eBay had not taken sufficient measures to prevent transactions involving counterfeiting goods on its site. The PCC held that eBay was acting not just as a host, but also as a broker, because eBay received commissions from transactions between sellers and buyers. The PCC also stated that eBay facilitated the selling and marketing of counterfeit products on a large scale through electronic means, and such conduct made eBay responsible for the infringement that occurred on its website. The PCC particularly faulted eBay for its failure to prevent illegal sales, stating, “eBay defaulted its obligation of insuring that its business does not generate any illicit actions like infringement.” In addition to equitable remedies against eBay, LVMH was awarded about eight million euros in compensatory damages for eBay’s tortious use of the rights of the owner, ten million euros for damage to the image of LVMH, and one million euros in moral damages, totaling almost twenty million euros.

The PCC recognized the problems resulting from the imbalance between the rapid expansion of e-commerce due to globalization and the relatively slow development of enforcement in both national and international e-commerce contexts. The PCC stated that “the globalization of trade and the appearance of new means of communication connected with free trade have fostered the marketing of fraudulent products, among them those that are the result of infringement, that

scourge of the legal economy . . . .” The PCC’s decision could be interpreted as a judicial initiative to prevent the proliferation of counterfeit goods in the online context and to protect brand names and their accompanying values in creative industries like fashion, which are a crucial part of France’s economy and national heritage.

II. The Chinese Approach

The counterfeiting of trademarks and brands in the People’s Republic of China is one of the most serious counterfeiting problems in the world. Trademark and brand owners suffer estimated losses of billions—or even tens of billions—of dollars per year as a result of the counterfeit trade in China. Moreover, China is one of the fastest-growing markets for online auctions. For instance, in March 2007, there were no less than 601,145 auctions for seven leading brands at Taobao, and most of them were presumably counterfeit goods. Taobao has implemented a system in which brand owners can ask the auction site to take down auctions under certain conditions. However, due to the large number of auctions at any given time, the system is not sufficient to protect brand owners.

Despite a large number of counterfeits sold on China’s online auction sites, Chinese courts have been unwilling to hold auction sites, such as Taobao and eBay, liable for trademark infringement. For instance, in Puma AG Rudolf Dassler Sport v. Taobao.com, the Guangzhou Intermediate People’s Court dismissed the brand owners’ claim and held for online auction sites. Puma registered its Puma word mark, a figurative mark, and its Puma word and device mark in China in 1978. Before filing a lawsuit in 2006, Puma sent a warning letter to Taobao requesting that Taobao terminate the accounts of infringing online stores. However, Taobao did not reply to the letter and continued to provide its
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In June 2006, Puma took action against Taobao’s refusal to comply with its request and sued a store owner listed on Taobao. Puma also named Taobao as a defendant because the website provided online services to the store owner, thereby enabling the store owner to sell counterfeit goods via Taobao’s website.\footnote{26}{Id.} Puma alleged that Taobao provided network services for 43,932 online stores to sell counterfeit Puma products.\footnote{27}{Id.} Although the court found the store owner liable for trademark infringement, the court did not hold Taobao liable for any infringement, reasoning that Taobao does not have direct involvement in the sale of counterfeit goods. Puma alleged that Taobao has a duty to check whether the users of Taobao’s services have the legitimate right to sell a trademarked product. The court, however, found that there is no legal basis for Puma’s claim because the duty sought by Puma would extend far past Taobao’s capabilities. The judges further held that online auction sites have a legal duty to remove auctions after proper notice by the trademark holder, but they have no duty to proactively monitor and investigate all the auctions or users.

In recent years, China has made significant progress toward enhancing trademark protection for brand owners in the offline context.\footnote{28}{For instance, in 2001, China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO), which obligates China to adhere to the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). In order to meet the TRIPS requirements, the Chinese legislature amended the existing trademark laws. For example, the amended Article 13 of the 2001 Chinese Trademark Law closely resembles Article 16 of the TRIPS’ provision regarding the recognition and protection of well-known marks. Moreover, China signed bilateral treaties with many foreign countries, such as Canada, France, and the United States, to facilitate and protect trademark registration and protection in each other’s territory. \textit{See} Robert H. Hu, \textit{International Legal Protection of Trademarks in China}, 13 Marq. Intell. Prop. L. Rev. 69, 91-93 (2009).} However, the \textit{Puma v. Taobao.com} decision demonstrates the relatively weak and undeveloped Chinese trademark enforcement law for preventing infringement resulting from Internet sales. Currently, China has 253 million Internet users, constituting only 19 percent of the total Chinese population.\footnote{29}{Kangxin Partners PC, supra note 22.} Thus, there is a reasonable expectation that the number of Internet users and activities on online auction sites will continue to rise. Consequently, developing stronger protective mechanisms will become increasingly important in the context of e-commerce to protect brand owners from trademark infringement.

\section*{III. The American Approach}

In the United States, the protection for trademark owners is largely based on the provisions of the Lanham Act,\footnote{30}{15 U.S.C. § 1114 \textit{et seq.} (2005).} which imposes civil penalties for trademark infringement but does not account for trafficking in counterfeit goods. However, in 2006, Congress enacted the Stop Counterfeiting in Manufactured Goods Act, which incorporates criminal laws in the Lanham Act to prevent the proliferation of counterfeit goods, especially those from Asia.\footnote{31}{Ahmed, supra note 5, at 469. Tiffany also claimed that eBay was directly liable for trademark infringement, false advertising, and trademark dilution, on the grounds that eBay allowed and facilitated the sale of counterfeit goods on its website. The main issue in the case was not whether counterfeit Tiffany jewelry can appear on eBay, but rather, who has the burden of policing Tiffany’s trademark in an e-commerce context. The court held for eBay, concluding that Tiffany failed to bear its burden of protecting its trademark. 34} Despite the heightened enforcement mechanism for trademark infringement, there are no laws that govern the selling of counterfeit goods on online auction sites. Online auction sites often do not have permission from the trademark holders to sell the products advertised on their sites. These products are frequently counterfeit, but are sold under the pretense of being the real thing, thereby confusing consumers and damaging the manufacturer’s brand.

The most recent case deciding third-party hosting websites’ liability for trademark infringement in the United States was the Southern District of New York’s 2008 decision in \textit{Tiffany, Inc. v. eBay, Inc.}\footnote{32}{18 U.S.C. § 2320 (2008); see also Ahmed, supra note 5, at 252-53.} Tiffany & Co., a luxury jewelry brand, sued eBay, alleging that thousands of pieces of counterfeit jewelry were offered for sale on eBay’s website. Tiffany sought to hold eBay liable for trademark infringement, false advertising, and trademark dilution, on the grounds that eBay allowed and facilitated the sale of counterfeit goods on its website. The main issue in the case was not whether counterfeit Tiffany jewelry can appear on eBay, but rather, who has the burden of policing Tiffany’s trademark in an e-commerce context.\footnote{33}{Id. at 469.} The court held for eBay, concluding that Tiffany failed to bear its burden of protecting its trademark.\footnote{34}{Id. at 470.}
that Tiffany must show that eBay had direct control and monitoring over the sale of counterfeit items. Thus, the court rejected Tiffany’s notion that liability could be premised on the generalized knowledge that eBay’s site might be used as a venue for trademark infringement.

Regarding Tiffany’s claim of trademark infringement, the court found that eBay was not liable for selling counterfeit goods on its website. The court determined that the correct test was not whether eBay could reasonably anticipate possible infringement, but whether eBay continued to supply its services to sellers once it knew or had reason to know of infringement by such sellers. Thus, following the Ninth Circuit’s persuasive authority established in *Lockheed Martin Corp. v. NSI*, the Southern District of New York held that if liability is premised on the conduct of a user of a venue, as opposed to that of a manufacturer or seller of a product, the plaintiff must make a threshold showing of direct control and monitoring over the means of infringement. The court in *Tiffany* decided that eBay did not infringe Tiffany’s trademark because it did not have sufficient knowledge of specific acts of infringement on its site and it acted appropriately to discontinue an infringing listing when it discovered a counterfeit product on its site.

The Second Circuit recently affirmed the district court’s decision that denied Tiffany’s third party liability claim against eBay. Like the district court, the Second Circuit delineated that for contributory trademark infringement liability to lie, a service provider must have more than a general knowledge or reason to know that its service is being used to sell counterfeit goods. The Second Circuit noted that some contemporary knowledge of which particular listings are infringing or will infringe in the future is necessary. The Second Circuit took into consideration that eBay does not have such contemporary or specific knowledge, and held that eBay is not contributorily liable for trademark infringement.

The decision in *Tiffany, Inc. v. eBay, Inc.* demonstrates the difficulty of holding online auction sites liable for trademark infringement because operators of these websites often do not have specific knowledge of counterfeiting activity on their sites. The decision also shows the lack of adequate protective measures available to brand owners to protect their trademarks in an online context under U.S. law.

**IV. What Resulted in the Different Holdings on Rights for Trademark Owners**

Recent court decisions in suits against online auction sites in France, China, and the United States have resulted in differing decisions, creating uncertainty and confusion about trademark infringement cases in an online context. These three countries each reached different conclusions based on the application and analysis of their respective national trademark laws.

The *Puma* court in China and the *Tiffany* court in the U.S. both found for the online auction sites; however, their reasons for reaching the decisions were relatively different from one another. The Chinese court did not find Taobao liable for infringement mainly because the court was unwilling to impose a burden on the online auction sites to proactively monitor online infringement. On the other hand, the U.S. court held
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for eBay in *Tiffany* because the court believed that Tiffany failed to show that eBay had direct control and monitoring of the selling of counterfeit goods in its auctions.\(^{44}\) Thus, the *Tiffany* holding demonstrates that the Second Circuit will not hold online auction sites liable based on a mere showing of general knowledge of counterfeit goods sales or on a showing of simple negligence on the part of the online auction sites. Further, the Second Circuit’s decision demonstrates that although the court requires eBay to engage in self-monitoring, it recognizes that trademark rights are private rights most effectively enforced by trademark owners.\(^{45}\)

Contrary to the Guangzhou Intermediate People’s Court and the Second Circuit, the PCC court enforced stricter rules against eBay and found in favor of the brand owners. In *Louis Vuitton*, the court considered eBay a broker rather than mere host of the sale of counterfeits. The PCC believed that eBay’s interactive features such as marketing tools for sellers that provides information on brands, user-created virtual stores, and PowerSeller program for users\(^{46}\) were sufficient to consider eBay a broker.\(^{47}\) The PCC stated that the interactive features eBay offers its users demonstrate that eBay has sufficient control over the sellers on its site and was not acting merely as a host. The PCC also noted that eBay received commission from the sellers, thereby acting as an intermediary rather than just a host. The PCC concluded that eBay’s knowledge of improper activity was sufficient to establish that eBay was negligent in taking adequate measures to prevent the sales of counterfeits on its website.

These contrasting opinions recently decided in French, Chinese, and American courts indicate their different approaches to trademark infringement in the online context. While the PCC believes that the online auction site should bear the responsibility of monitoring its own site, the Chinese and the U.S. courts believe that trademark owners should be responsible for monitoring and protecting their own marks. These inconsistent holdings suggest a need for coherent international measures to govern trademark infringement cases in an online context because online auction sites are not confined by national boundaries.

**V. Possible Methods to Resolve Inconsistent Holdings in the E-Commerce Context**

The international trademark community has continuously made efforts to facilitate the registration and protection of trademarks. As of December 2009, more than 84 countries have signed the Madrid Protocol, which aims to reduce obstacles and costs associated with registering trademarks in multiple countries.\(^{48}\) In addition, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) provides remedies for trademark owners who were injured by bad-faith registrations and the illegal use of their marks in domain names.\(^{49}\) Despite the aforementioned protections for trademark owners, effective enforcement of trademark rights in the context of e-commerce still remains difficult.\(^{50}\)

Moreover, the inconsistencies in national trademark law regarding trademark infringement and counterfeiting on online auction sites have yielded inconsistent holdings among different countries. Currently, in the United States and China, trademark owners bear a larger burden of protecting the reputation and use of their marks than the online auction sites on which their goods are sold. On the other hand, in France, the burden of protection falls on Internet auction sites who act as brokers. These inconsistencies not only disadvantage trademark owners but also confuse online auction sites because the sites have difficulty reconciling their conduct with the trademark.
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laws of every country in which they have a presence. In order to alleviate and reduce inconsistencies regarding trademark infringement and counterfeiting on online auction sites, the development of binding international mechanisms with both flexible and tailored standards should be implemented.

VI. The International Trademark Association (INTA)'s Alternative Dispute Resolution System

Applying a national standard to an online auction site, which is a borderless medium for commercial activities, is difficult and inadequate. Instead of litigating under domestic laws, brand owners and online auction sites may settle trademark disputes and arrive at a solution more efficiently and effectively through a mediation process supported by the International Trademark Association (INTA).\(^{51}\) Although INTA's mediation program currently only settles disputes regarding trademark registrations and domain names, the program could be expanded to address disputes between trademark owners and online auction sites.

While litigation is often bound by specific domestic laws, a mediation process is flexible in terms of the choice of law. Mediation allows the involved parties to reach a more satisfactory solution in a relatively short period of time. A mediation process may also cover a broad range of trademark disputes, ranging from trademark infringement claims to misappropriation. Neutral panels comprised of broad geographical diversity facilitate the mediation process, which is not limited by any court or statutory restraints. Consequently, when a dispute between brand owners and an online auction site arises, mediation could function as an effective alternative to litigation because the involved parties are not bound by a specific jurisdiction and its domestic laws. Thus, the parties would have more choices in terms of applicable laws, possible solutions, and enforcement agendas, eliminating some of the confusion about who bears the burden of policing the sales of counterfeits in an e-commerce context.

VII. Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA): A Possible Solution?

In addition to the mediation process, implementation of binding international law to protect brand owners against the mass sale of counterfeit goods in online auction sites could alleviate the effect of inconsistent international enforcement of trademark infringement disputes between brand owners and online auction sites. The international law would only apply to infringement in the online context, creating an international standard for countries to follow when applying trademark law to online auction sites selling counterfeit goods. The standard would provide a consistent standard for courts and online auctions sites to follow in cases involving online sales of counterfeit products.

The proposed multilateral Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) would implement stronger enforcement in response to the increase in global trade of counterfeit goods and pirated copyright protected works.\(^{52}\) The scope of ACTA is broad, addressing not only counterfeit physical goods but also Internet distribution and information technology. Although the secrecy and no-open-negotiation process of ACTA could create a uniform and coherent enforcement mechanism regarding trademark infringement on online auction sites, ACTA seeks to impose a stronger international enforcement agenda than that of the existing bilateral agreements. For instance, ACTA aims to create an agreement not between several countries, but rather, a global standard on copyright infringement without going through a multilateral process.\(^{53}\) ACTA attempts to apply enforcement mechanisms from the top down rather than allowing individual countries to select their
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own adequate levels of prevention and protection.54

Although the main focus of ACTA is copyright protection, ACTA could also be used as a tool for heightened enforcement mechanisms in the trademark realm. ACTA’s goal is to establish global standards that effectively enforce intellectual property rights in order to fight the growing problem of counterfeiting and piracy more efficiently. Further, ACTA’s focus is on counterfeiting and piracy activities that significantly affect commercial interests, rather than on the activities of ordinary citizens. Online auction sites are a growing hub for counterfeiting activities in the commercial context and a new battleground for trademark infringement. Thus, ACTA could set up a standard for stricter enforcement measures for trademark protection, especially on the Internet. For instance, according to the Office of the United States Trade Representative, ACTA would impose strict enforcement of intellectual property rights related to Internet activity. If ACTA proposes or implements global enforcement mechanisms for trademark infringement similar to those for copyright, then ACTA could facilitate the development of coherent or uniform standards for trademark infringement in online auction sites. Further, because ACTA is based on the rationale of heightened enforcement of intellectual property rights, creating a trademark infringement protection mechanism in the online context would encourage courts in member countries to consider the worldwide effect of their decisions and strive for globally consistent decisions. Consequently, if ACTA implemented a binding global standard to prevent trademark infringement in the online context, future decisions in online auction site cases would likely be more similar to the decision of the PCC than Guangzhou Intermediate People’s Court or the Second Circuit.55 However, one should note that stronger enforcement mechanisms that favor brand owners may place unreasonable burdens on online auction sites and on consumers who wish to sell or purchase legal products.

VIII. Responsibilities of Online Auction Sites and Trademark Owners

In addition to implementing a uniform enforcement mechanism in the global context, online auction sites should take more vigorous measures to prevent the sale of counterfeit goods on their websites. After eBay’s loss in France, John Pluhowski, eBay’s Vice President of Corporate Communication, stated that eBay “devotes[ ] more resources to fighting[ ] counterfeits than most brands.”56 He further contended that eBay “invests[ ] more than $20 million a year and has[ ] some 20,000 employees worldwide involved in monitoring eBay[ ] . . . to fight fraud.”57 Mr. Pluhowski also pointed out that eBay shut down nearly 2.1 million listings and suspended 30,000 sellers who sold “suspicious” goods in 2008.58 In order to prevent selling counterfeits on online auction sites, it is important to provide their users with incentives not to engage in the selling of counterfeit goods. Thus, stronger and stricter mechanisms, such as imposing fines or holding credits, could deter people from engaging in illegal activities.

Furthermore, trademark owners should acknowledge that online auction sites are the world’s largest and fastest growing channels of commerce. Trademark owners must use these websites to promote brands rather than trying to suppress the proliferation of online auction sites simply to prevent the sale of counterfeit goods. Open communication between trademark owners and online auction sites is essential because online auction sites often act as “online ambassadors of the brand.”59 Trademark owners must also leverage the reporting systems implemented by the online auction sites and offer additional solutions, if necessary. Preventative steps taken by the trademark owners would at least minimize, if not prevent, the sale of counterfeit goods on online auction sites.

IX. Conclusion

Over the past two years, eBay has been involved in numerous lawsuits in multiple countries. Three courts in France, China, and the U.S. each reached conflicting conclusions on trademark infringement in the online context, and they fundamentally disagreed on the whether eBay’s anti-counterfeiting efforts were
Protecting trademark owners and reducing the sales of counterfeit goods on online auction sites are important goals. These goals, however, should not be achieved by destroying the business model of online auction sites. If a consistent international legal standard were created to protect trademark owners from counterfeits sold on online auction sites and to strengthen the interdependency between online auction sites and trademark owners, the sale of counterfeits could be prevented without sacrificing a burgeoning channels of commerce. Thus, brand owners and online auction sites must work together to propose a concrete way to effectively prevent the sale of counterfeit goods on online auction sites. Although litigation based on domestic laws may sometimes provide adequate remedies for trademark and brand owners, domestic laws often do not keep up with the pace of globalization. Means of commerce are constantly changing in the integrated economic world. Consequently, in order to effectively prevent trademark infringement on online auction sites, brand owners and online auction sites should try to resolve disputes through a mediation process designed for an international context rather than litigation based on domestic laws. Further, to prevent counterfeiting activities in e-commerce, the development of binding international laws is also necessary to protect brand owners, online auction sites, and consumers.